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”Vol II” is the second release from Malmö based Perssons Sexa which is found on Havtorn Records.
Their self titled album debut was released in 2013 and ”knowitalls” claimed that it was highly original
with its strong compositions, unique sound, style of playing and unexcpected musical forms.

The new record takes this further with a broad register of emotions, new expressions and where the 
music stubbornly chooses its own path. The songs are tailor made for the group members with their
different voices and style of playing in mind. This reults in much space for solos in the music that 
otherwise focuses on melody, moods and interplay.otherwise focuses on melody, moods and interplay.

Some of the Öresund region (southern Sweden and Denmark) most active younger musicians are
what makes up Perssons Sexa. The members have been caught red handed in both underground
and mainstream contexts, playing jazz, soul, pop, hip hop, electro, producing 8-bit chiptune music
as well as running jazzclubs and record labels.

New for this second album is guest musicians Ellen Pettersson (Hey Elbow, Allra Käraste Syster)
and Karolina Almgren (Sisters of Invention, Fanny Gunnarsson Quartet).
The group has also collaborated with artist and painter Karl Persson who has illustrated the albumsThe group has also collaborated with artist and painter Karl Persson who has illustrated the albums
nine songs with his peronal interpretations. Karl is diagnosed with autism, Aspergers syndrome,
epilepsy and tremor (muscle contractions) which is very evident in his art. Perssons Sexa wants to 
highlight and show the value of artists like Karl with this collaboration..

All music is written by Jens Persson except track 4 by Hirokazu ”Hip” Tanaka and is taken from the 
Super Nintendo game ”Earthbound” but rearranged for three horns.

Perssons Sexa Vol II is recorded at Sunnanå Studio, Januari 2016.
Mixed och mastered by Tobias Ekqvist.Mixed och mastered by Tobias Ekqvist.
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Jens Persson - alto sax/composer
Karolina Almgren - soprano sax
Ellen Pettersson - trumpet
Petter Hängsel - trombone
Tobias Ekqvist - electric guitar
Oscar Johansson- pianoOscar Johansson- piano
Johannes Vaht - double bass
Kristoffer Rostedt - drums


